MEMORANDUM FOR:  
Office of General Counsel

FROM:  
William F. Donnelly  
Chief, Information Management Staff

SUBJECT:  
Manuscript "Countercoup"

Attached in the form of a speed letter are our comments on the galley proofs of "Countercoup." The galley proofs are still being reviewed by NE Division.

Attachments:
1. Speed Letter
2. Manuscript

cc: Chairman, Publications Review Board
SUBJECT: Galley Proofs of "Countercoup"

1. I am recording briefly here my observations on K. Roosevelt's book as now available to us in galley proof. (I fear that litigation research this week may keep me from being adequately coherent later.)

2. Two points of some substance still need adjustment. They are:
   a. Page 91 - Reference to (Teheran) "station" could be changed easily to "people."
   b. Page 195 - Putting the (station) office in the chancery is still a problem, as we earlier told the author. This could be disposed of by changing "Others in the embassy ... " to "Those in the embassy ... ..." and by changing "And the room we had just moved in, ..." to "And the room to which we had just been guided ... ..."

3. 

4. The major proof-reading item that caught my eye involves using two (fabricated) names ... Nashashibi (p. 128 and p. 149) and Nashakigi (p. 137) to refer to the same person.

5. Basically, Roosevelt has reflected quite faithfully the changes that we suggested to him. This has become, therefore, essentially a work of fiction.